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          Mrs. Susi, the principal, was supposed to serve as the keynote speaker, but she 
conned me --ah--encouraged me to fulfill the role instead.  She accomplished this by 
challenging me to arm wrestle, the loser thus becoming the speaker.  Little did I know, 
that her fear of speaking in public was so great that she would not hesitate to tear my 
rotator cuff. Or perhaps she felt that since I was both a former student and teacher that 
I might have a unique perspective.  Never the less I feel honored to celebrate Center 
School with you and share some of my many memories in hopes that you will in turn 
share yours. 
          Welcome to all of you who comprise the Center School community.  Whether 
you are a present or former student, a parent, teacher, or former teacher or 
administrator and/or a citizen of Old Lyme, it is appropriate that we gather today to 
celebrate Center School, 80 years of change.  I hope that at least some of what I speak 
about will evoke some of your own memories.  Dr. Willis H. Umberger, former 
Superintendent of Schools in Old Lyme wrote in 1988 in the forward to his publication 
"Center School Elementary, Landmark in a Land of Art," and I quote: 
          There are few who walk or drive by the Center School in Old Lyme who 
can resist an admiring glance at the quiet, friendly building, elegant in its 
simplicity, unassuming and inviting in its appeal, and harmonious with its 
surrounding.  A native of the New England hills, it is a symbol of the 
neighborliness of the Connecticut village.  It seems timeless - - a monument 
of perpetual youth. 
          Haven't we as a community been fortunate over the years?  Towns across the 
country would love to have a small campus like this that is home to an elementary, 
middle, and high school nestled in the center of their main thoroughfare.  This half mile 
of road we call Lyme Street presents a culture all its own.  Throughout the years this 
street has been a home to a pharmacy, dry cleaners, post office, IGA, A&P, cafe, liquor 
store, library, hardware store, ice cream shop, the candy shops, the Town Hall, fire 
department, houses of worship, barber shops and various antique and collectible shops 
and businesses all nestled among private residences. It was a happening place for its 
time, and right at the nucleus, stood Center School.  Even from its beginning, it was a 
product of community spirit, and I know that each of us has his own personal 
connections to it. 
          The students have done a great job of describing the changes and additions that 
occurred to the building throughout the decades, but I would like to elaborate on just a 
few of them.  By the 1930's the country was in the Great Depression.  The first Center 
School was outdated, run down, and overcrowded.  Old Lyme still used the one room 
South Lyme School.  Several generations of artists and professionals now resided in the 
community along with farmers and tradesmen.  The townspeople yearned for a building 
that would be durable and long lasting and practical for a spectrum of the community's 
needs, and as Dr. Umberger stated, "A work of community art."  The citizens desired 
that it would become an integral part of the culture and environment of its 



surroundings, on the street arched with majestic and beautiful elm trees.  The people 
even insisted that it was necessary to retain the rail fence out front. The building was 
even shifted several feet north so that an ash tree could be saved within the south 
courtyard, and then the opening in the rail fence was shifted as well to align with the 
front entrance. The building was to be a work of art and a tribute to the townspeople, 
citizens of various backgrounds, artists, tradesmen and women.  It was to be a symbol 
of the community's spirit and pride.   
          Local artists and architects worked on the design.  The granite was mined from a 
local quarry, bricks were added - whitewashed for an artistic, aging appearance. The 
gabled roofs, covered with slate, and the large windows and the skylight helped to 
create the classic building the community desired. The inside design included many 
burlap covered boards for display of student work.  Many fine paintings were given or 
loaned for display. Some of these paintings are on exhibit today.  Woodwork was 
exquisite with decorative shelving, display cases, and locker doors complete with animal 
cutouts.  Many rooms were designed for both school and public usage.  The library and 
the kindergarten room were adorned with fireplaces and furniture designed and built at 
a mill on Mill Pond Lane.  Some of the original furniture can be found around the school 
today.  The auditorium and gymnasium served many purposes.  Tables for eating 
folded down from the walls thus transforming the room into a cafeteria.  The stage had 
a large folding partition across the front so that it could be a classroom, music room, or 
band room. Even though no dimension met the standards for high school basketball, 
games were played there. Two rooms in the north wing facing the driveway were 
connected with a folding partition that could be opened for large assemblies.  There 
was a stage at one end that remained until the 2003 renovation. The present cafeteria 
was the industrial arts area.  The 1939 addition that the students mentioned is today 
the back wing that is parallel to the parking lot and was dedicated to the upper 
grades.        
           The population of SE Connecticut grew during WWII as people moved here for 
jobs, many in defense.  Summer homes became year round.  In 1948 it was time for 
another addition and the south wing that today connects to the portables was 
added.  All of us who have spent time at Center are certainly aware that throughout the 
years walls have been moved, space has been repurposed and grades have been 
reconfigured for the needs of the time.   Throughout all of these changes, Center 
School has remained a vibrant center for education, art, culture, recreation, and town 
activities.  
           But as is the case with any institution, organization, or business, it is the people 
and what occurs within those buildings that play the greatest role.  Life has taught us 
that one can reside in the most opulent mansion that sits on the most exquisite real 
estate, but that is no guarantee that inside that mansion there is a happy home. Not 
only was Center School aesthetically wonderful, it was and continues to be indeed a 
happy home for generations of people. Sing:  "The touch, the feel of cotton...the 
fabric of our lives".  Although that TV ad pitches that "cotton is the fabric of our 
lives",  I'd like to suggest that our day to day experiences and relationships with people, 
the connections that we make, and our memories of these experiences are truly the 



threads that are woven together to create the fabric of our lives.  Most every one of us 
has been or is connected to Center School in some way, and that is why you're here 
today.  You all have your own experiences, memories, or if you will, "threads" that you 
have woven into the fabric of your lives. These threads need not be of major events, 
they could be as simple as a smile on the face of a child or adult.  I'd like to briefly 
share a few of my experiences  and threads that I spun while at  Center School in 
hopes that I might jar your memories of your connections and the threads that may 
have become the fabric of your own lives. After all, Sing: "Memories, light the 
corners of my mind". Many former Center School alumni who are presently in high 
school or middle school, as well as former teachers and students have already 
contributed some of their memories which are recorded on the memory wall inside or in 
the video presentation in the gym. 
          Some personal connections: My mother attended the original, aging Center 
School that the students told you about, and was banished for a year to Camp 
Rainsford, or as we know it, the Old Lyme Beach Club. She returned to graduate in the 
class of 1940. Inside there is a photo of her dressed in her cheerleading uniform sitting 
with two other girls in front of the main entrance. My mom is on the left. My father 
taught industrial arts in the new school in the early 1940's in what is the cafeteria 
today.  
          I remember in the late 50's or early 60's the grange next door would sponsor a 
country fair on the front lawn of Center School, complete with a Ferris wheel and 
merry-go-round.  In 1958, at age six I entered 1st grade here (There was no 
kindergarten) and my older sister was already a student here. There was less concern 
about the separation of church and state, and my father and I brought in a live 
Christmas tree for our class to decorate.  Every year the school held a candlelight 
service at Christmas and each class was responsible for particular carols. It was an 
honor to be chosen to carry a battery powered candle and lead your class into the 
program.  The Nativity scene was the pinnacle.  My dad and I also made bird feeders 
that mounted on the windowsills for several classrooms. 
            We did not have PE, but we did have two recesses a day.  At recess we would 
often flip baseball cards up against the whitewashed brick walls in hopes of winning a 
few cards we didn't already own. Art was taught by the classroom teacher, and the 
music teacher traveled from room to room. In third grade we listened to the radio over 
the intercom to the flight into space of the first American, Alan Shepard.  Sometimes in 
the fall, near the end of the school day, the principal would play a radio broadcast of a 
World Series game over the intercom.  There was a dentist's chair in the nurse's office 
where students could get fluoride treatments on their teeth; I can still feel the dry tubes 
of cotton that were placed in my mouth.   
           One time in fourth grade we each were supposed to choose a song from our 
music book and prepare to sing it with the music teacher's accompaniment during the 
next week's class.  I apparently missed the part "from our music book."  I had spent a 
lot of time at home singing along with my mother's Sing Along with Mitch Miller 
records.  So when my turn came up in the next week's class, I announced that I was 
going to sing "Yes, We Have No Bananas, we have no bananas today" which was 



a 1920's Broadway song. Mr. Mellinger, the music teacher, my teacher Miss Miller, and 
the whole class cracked up.  But Mr. Mellinger, the consummate professional, 
accompanied me and it was a success, and to tell the truth, I kind of enjoyed getting 
the laughs!  (Is anyone surprised?)I learned that it was OK to take chances and to be 
different. Threads.   
          I think our sixth grade class may have been the first or second year the 
traditional Maypole dance was replaced with a fiesta to be more in line with the Central 
and South American curriculum. Beatlemania had invaded America, and Jeff Maynard, 
Jerry King and I formed a band to appear during intermission of the sixth grade play 
and the fiesta.  We called ourselves the Bandits, wore Lone Ranger masks, and as 
legend goes, we stole the show!  (No pun intended... the Bandits stole the show!) I 
learned not to fear performing or speaking in public. 
          After I finally moved on into the Jr. Sr. High School, the red brick part of today's 
middle school, my two younger sisters attended Center and my mom was employed as 
an assistant cook in the kitchen.  This was a time when kitchen staff could prepare 
meals from scratch and were allowed to use real stoves not just warming ovens like 
today. Many people often remind me of the great food! In 1972 when my dad died 
suddenly at age 52, my youngest sister was in fourth grade.  I was 20 and in 
college.  Five or six years ago while perusing through some family memorabilia, I 
uncovered the notes and cards that were sent from the Center staff to my mother and 
the four of us children.  I was touched and reminded of the sincere caring and 
compassion of those that worked at Center. Several times in the last few years of my 
teaching career I tugged at these threads when some of my students were faced with 
the death of a loved one, sibling, or classmate.  Integral threads in my fabric for sure. 
          In 1975 I was hired as a teacher in the district and began what was to become a 
38 year career.  My assignment for the first 4 years was teaching 7th & 8th grade in the 
back wing of Center School in what is today room 128, the same room in which I was a 
7th grade English student and earlier a fifth grade student, and from which I would 
retire.  (Please sign the petition that is circulating that requests that the BOE dedicate 
room 128 as a museum to me.) I realized one day that I was doing lunch duty in the 
same area in which my dad had taught industrial arts, and while at present my mom 
was working in the kitchen. 
          I moved back to Center School after 15 years of teaching in the middle school 
and entrenched myself in the grade 3-5 configuration.  I got to experience the magic of 
Center from a different, adult perspective both as a teacher and parent as my daughter 
Kristin and son Jason attended Center as well.  Center School's mantra was "Success for 
every child".  The school and its staff were and still are impressive.  I can only say that 
whether it was the mastering of challenging curriculum backed with the personalized 
support, or learning a musical instrument, or creating inspiring works of art or dynamic 
pieces of writing, there have always been opportunities for success for every child in 
many different areas. I have thousands of memories of the joy of students helping one 
another, or mastering a new concept or skill, or excelling in a play or concert. It was 
always rewarding to witness a child's confidence grow as he/she matured and became 
more independent and capable.  By now I realized that as a teacher, it wasn't so much 



what you taught the students, but more how you treated them.  Also, that I needed to 
help them laugh more.  None of us can resist the laughter of a child.  And of course, 
there were the hugs:  from the students, another colleague, or the moms...did I 
mention the moms?                 
          Although I still spun my own threads, my efforts were focused on assisting 
younger people in weaving the fabric of their lives, and in the process created some 
memories, not only academic in nature, for both my students and me.  One day when I 
first became "follically challenged", and I was bent over assisting a student ...relate 
the Toupee story. Another memory that stands out for me was when one of the boys 
fainted during the first aid lesson on fainting.  Talk about the teachable moment.  One 
year when I had a student who needed a hearing device.  Relate story... 
          Of course there were other more serious times:  September 11th or Sandy Hook. 
Another powerful memory was when two 10 year old girls came in to my empty room 
during lunch, worried looks upon their faces and watery eyes, to ask me if one of their 
classmates who was battling a serious illness was going to be OK. All of these threads 
are ingrained into my fabric.   Center School really is all about the people. 
          The school continues to be a focal point of our community.  Concerts, plays, 
movie and bingo nights continue to enrich the students' lives.  Although this was the 
first year in a couple of decades when the always popular Fall Fair could not be 
held.  Perhaps this serves as a glimpse into the future of change at Center School. 
          I hope that my sharing of some of my Center School memories stirred some 
thoughts within each one of you about your own memories.  The children will not suffer 
in the following years with the change in the purpose of Center School. They and their 
parents will find other places to spin their threads.  But I think we can all agree, from 
the original designers and planners and first class of students to this year's fifth grade 
students, pre-schoolers and staff, the community of Old Lyme has been extremely lucky 
and fortunate to participate in Center School's 80 years of addressing change and 
serving us well.  I know that we are all grateful and proud to have been part of it, and 
appreciate Center's contributions to the fabric of our lives. 
          So please, go out into the corridors and auditorium and peruse the exhibits, 
memory wall, artwork, and recorded interviews, and share your Center School 
memories with others. And to all of you, especially the students, keep spinning those 
threads and weaving the fabric of your lives.  And to Center School, sing: "Thanks for 
the memories"! 


